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Healthy soil with a robust structure.

Plan for the Future
Carbon Farming Principles, Management
Strategies & Benefits for Farms, Ranches
BY ABBEY & SPENCER SMITH
Loren Poncia stands in front of a
room full of farmers. The high ceiling of the meeting room, with its
large wooden beams, catches the natural morning light, giving the room
a church-like feeling. The audience
listens with devoted attention.
The story Poncia tells this standing-room-only audience is that of

his ranch, Stemple Creek, in Marin
County, California. This session on
carbon farming is part of the EcoFarm
2018 Conference in Pacific Grove,
California. Poncia shows photos of
Stemple Creek Ranch in the 1990s — a
deep cut through dry, barren ground.
He shows pictures of it in 2015 —
green, sloping, shaded by willows. He
shows pictures of it today — bigger,
brighter, full of life. How did this hapReprinted from

pen? What did Poncia and his family
do to create this transformation on
the land?
They started paying attention to
the soil; specifically to the carbon in
the soil, says Jeffrey Creque of the
Marin Carbon Project. When we do
this, we acknowledge the dynamic
system we are all dependent upon:
the soil.
The Poncia family, who have lived
and ranched on Stemple Creek Ranch
since Loren’s great-grandfather emigrated from Italy, were the first in the
United States to implement a carbon
farm plan. Wool from their sheep are
part of the Climate Beneficial Wool
program facilitated by Fibershed.
The term “carbon farming” has
been around about 15 years. It refers
to “any practice that results in net
increased carbon capture on the farm
or ranch,” said Creque. Sometimes
the terms regenerative agriculture and
carbon farming are used interchangeably.
Dr. Rattan Lal and Eric Toensmeier appreciate the precision of the
term carbon farming, because it emphasizes the farming of carbon into
the soil as a valuable farm product
and implies that farmers should be
paid for the product.
The practice is still in its infancy.
Solano County, California, farmer
Matthew Engelhart said it is just beginning, like organic was a few decades ago. The concept of carbon
farming may fill a room at places
like the EcoFarm conference (that
offers attendees plantable name tags
filled with wildflower seeds and serves
only-organic meals clearly identified
as vegan, vegetarian, gluten-free,
nut-free, soy-free for the highly food
aware), but the concept is not widely
known or understood.
“I was at a John Deere dealership
in the Central Valley, asking about
no-till grain drills and the salesman
told me that no one he knew was
practicing no-till,” said Engelhart,
owner of Be Love Farm.

WHY CARBON FARMING MATTERS
In California a small organization called the California Climate
and Agriculture Network (CalCAN)
lobbies for some of the $1.5 billion
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in cap-and-trade dollars to be allocated to regenerative farming. So far,
they secured $9 million for a Healthy
Soils grant program offered by the
California Department of Food and
Agriculture.
“We are in competition with big
ag (for funding),” said Brian Shobe,
associate policy director for CalCAN.
Why is Shobe, a young North Dakotan, throwing his energy and career
into convincing farmers and politicians to “do more than whisper” when
it comes to regenerative farming and
ranching? (Regenerative agriculture
builds soil through production instead
of mining and depleting it, which
agriculture does today and has done
for thousands of years.) Why is he
attempting to fight the Goliath that is
industrial agriculture in California, to
support practices that pull carbon out
of the atmosphere and put it into the
ground?
“We have three to 10 years,” said
Tim LaSalle, Ph.D., a regenerative
agriculture specialist. “Soil is our avenue.” He is referring to the brief
window of time to mitigate climate

The Johnson-Su bioreactor produces high-quality compost without the need for turning.

change. Don Wilkin, Ph.D., an associate professor emeritus of Natural Resources at Arizona State University,
agrees.
“Carbon sequestration is literally a
matter of life and death,” said Wilkin.
He explains that without carbon sequestration, global warming will rise
to a maximum of 6.2 degrees Fahrenheit in 2079, and we will experience
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a risk of runaway climate change for
223 years through 2242.
Ironically, this heightened sense of
urgency to cool the planet is slowed
by the reality that it takes time to
build soil organic matter. “It takes
three or more years to get the soil
microbiome established,” said Wilkin.
There are not yet widespread policies or programs to support the adop-
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tion of carbon farming practices. It
is up to the average citizen, the ordinary farmer, to lead this change.
Many carbon farmers, like Poncia,
have ideas of their own of how to accelerate drawdown of carbon in the
atmosphere.
“Farmers are great at overproduction,” he said. “Let’s start subsidizing
carbon instead of corn, and we can
start over-producing this and solve all
our problems.” His audience laughed
and clapped.

PRINCIPLES OF CARBON FARMING
At Be Love Farm in Vacaville, California, it is poetry instead of policy
that governs their management of the
land.
“At Be Love Farm we say, annuals
under the protection of trees with the
redemption of grasses,” said Engelhart. “We also say, the Mother is modest, she likes to keep herself covered. I
like to let the soil biology provide the
tillage as much as possible. I disturb
the soil horizon sparingly, and with
great respect.”

Lots of litter trampled to the soil surface at Springs Ranch in Fort Bidwell, California,
feeds soil biology and increases the mineralized nutrients in soil for future plant use. This
periodic and planned defoliation stresses the plant to produce more root exudation and
strengthens the plants’ root system adding to the soil carbon stores.

All farms can be carbon farms if
they have a steady stream of carbon
flowing to the soil. Farming results in
more carbon being added to the soil
each year than is removed. This can
be easily achieved if we manage for a
healthy biome. Spencer Smith further
explains the core principles of carbon
farming and the tools and techniques
of carbon farming:
• Keep Soil Covered: we must
keep soil covered at all times to allow
for biological decomposition of plant
residue, to promote water retention
and to moderate soil temperatures.
Soil litter is transformed into nutrient
rich topsoil for next season’s crop.
Ranchers using livestock to improve soil health refer to maximizing
litter as a service to the “herd below
ground.” The soil is teeming with
biology. If we keep that herd fed at
all times we will increase soil carbon
through organic matter decomposition pathways.
• Manage for Biodiversity: Provide for maximum diversity in your
cropping and pasture systems. This
means no more monocultures. If you
must have monocultures, then provide hedgerows and windbreaks for
insects and animal habitat.
• Living Roots in the Soil at
All Times: Carbon enters the soil
through root matter, among other
pathways. Photosynthesis is the key to
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this story (and of course we as farmers all realize that it is the key to all
agriculture).
We can maximize photosynthesis
by never leaving our soil bare and
unplanted. No more fallow fields!
We must always have something
growing in the ground. It could be a
cover crop that we can graze and generate income, or another cash crop
that is planted with high diversity to
replenish the nutrients utilized and
exported by our primary cash crop.
The primary pathway to get the
carbon back in the ground is through
the liquid carbon pathways, this refers
to the root exudation of plant sugars
that plants are constantly pumping
into the soil to feed biology in exchange for the “herd below ground”
mineralizing nutrients, making them
available for the plants.

TOOLS & TECHNIQUES
So how do we become carbon
farmers, Spencer asks. And what techniques are suggested and even subsidized? If you do nothing else as a
farmer do this: stop tilling! I know this
is hard to hear.
You may be thinking, ‘how can we
as farmers be farmers if we do not
till the soil to plant the next season’s
crop?’
For many people, considering a notill system amounts to sacrilege, but
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we must move in that direction if we
are to keep the soil alive and productive for our future crops.
Tillage kills the soil and releases
carbon into the atmosphere. This is
one reason that so much farm ground
in the United States is “retired” each
year. It is no longer productive due to
depletion through tillage.
• Silvopasture: Silvopasture is an
opportunity for many farmers to maximize photosynthesis on their land.
This is best done when farmers plan
livestock moves in orchards or vineyards to stimulate forage production
and manage understory growth. This
allows for two complete and complementary enterprises to be on the same
land at the same time.
One of the current champions and
pioneers of this method of farming is
Kelly Mulville from Paicines Ranch
in California. In 2010, Mulville set
out to study how effective silvopasture could be in a vineyard situation.
He performed a side-by-side study
of two 10-acre vineyard plots in the
Alexander Valley in Sonoma County,
California.

One of the 10-acre vineyards was
farmed conventionally and the other
was managed by Mulville with sheep
to stimulate the soil and lay down
cover, promote diversity, prune back
leaves and sucker vines. The sheep
were managed with electric fencing
to ensure that they didn’t damage the
vines.
He achieved increased yields of
more than 1,200 pounds per acre
along with a 90 percent reduction in
irrigation use compared to the conventional vineyard plot. This resulted
in an additional net revenue per acre
of $775 when all values; including
increased production, labor and water
savings, and with lamb sales, were tallied, according to a Holistic Management International publication called
Land and Livestock.
What would it look like if all vineyard managers used this method?
Increased profits back to the farmers; tons of carbon sequestered; and
healthier crops and 90 percent less
water usage.
• Prescribed grazing (Holistic
Planned Grazing) and No-Till: One
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“There is a growing
movement of farmers
and ranchers who are
timing their livestock
moves to stimulate more
plant growth, increase
production, enhance
ecosystem function and
increase profit from the
land.”
of the most effective ways to carbon
farm and the method that has the
greatest potential to impact the most
amount of acres is through Holistic Planned Grazing. Consider that
even in a highly populated state like
California, half of its total acreage is
rangeland, according to Brian Shobe.
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Freshly impacted pasture at Springs Ranch next to one that has not yet had livestock in it.

There are many millions of acres
that are not suitable to crop production but are suitable for livestock.
There is a growing movement of
farmers and ranchers who are timing their livestock moves to stimulate
more plant growth, increase production, enhance ecosystem function and
increase profit from the land. The
side benefit of managing livestock

with Holistic Planned Grazing is that
a lot of carbon is pulled from the atmosphere and sequestered in the soil.
Many farmers and ranchers are
integrating Holistic Planned Grazing
into their cropping systems in order
to achieve all of the benefits that livestock can add to the soil. Consider
well-known grazier Gabe Brown of
Bismarck, North Dakota. Brown is a

longtime holistic manager who found
a way to maximize the soil-building
capacity of his 6,000-acre farm in
North Dakota. Through the use of
HPG to prepare and feed the soil of
his farm, Brown has sequestered carbon in amounts that were previously
thought impossible.
With the careful planning of livestock movements and grazing on notilled cover crop fields, Brown’s ranch
has gone from less than 2 percent organic matter to more than 8 percent.
• Windbreaks and hedgerows:
Planting windbreaks and hedgerows
can increase the amount of perennial
roots in crop fields. It also increases
biodiversity and habitat for small beneficial animals that prey on pest species. One of the reasons that there is a
lot of energy around woody perennial
vegetation like trees and shrubs is that
the carbon is not only sequestered in
the soil but also in the body of the
plants. Carbon sequestered this way is
not as stable as soil carbon; it is taken
from the atmosphere but can go right
back to the atmosphere when the
woody vegetation dies or burns.
• Compost application: In cropping systems compost can enhance
the soil’s ability to pull in carbon and
boosts fertility of the soil for the crop
grown there. The carbon farming
community of farmers and scientists
in California are trying to figure out
how to apply compost to rangelands
in a way that is cost-effective and efficient.
Research conducted by the Marin
Carbon Project show ecological benefits from compost application as well
as the opportunity to pull massive
amounts of carbon from the atmosphere.

BENEFITS OF CARBON FARMING
Carbon farming requires a shift in
thinking and focus.
“We actually need to look beyond
the carbon and look at biomass,”
said Dr. David Johnson, a research
scientist at New Mexico State University. “We want carbon to accumulate,
through the living carbon cycle, in the
ground rather than in the air.”
Through the soil microbiome we
can capture CO2 emissions and put
them in the soil. We have 5.3 billion
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hectares of grasslands and savannas to perform this critical
work. In terms of farmers focusing on the soil and farming
carbon, Johnson said, “You have nothing to lose except
costs.”
Engelhart reports that beyond cost savings, carbon farming results in improved fertility, water usage and nutrient
density, less toxicity and a longer life.
Spencer Smith explains how carbon farming reduces
costs and provides the benefits Engelhart lists here:
• Soil carbon holds water; a lot of water. In fact each
percent increase in soil organic matter (SOM) results in
up to 25,000 gallons of additional water retention per acre.
Through management, a farmer could increase soil carbon
by 3 or 4 percent or more. What would the financial situation look like on the farm if you didn’t have to pump as
much water and could produce more product on the same
acreage?
• SOM and soil carbon are not the same thing, but SOM
is largely comprised of soil carbon. For every percent increased per acre of SOM, you sequester about 8.6 tons of
atmospheric carbon. With all of this additional SOM you
also will create a huge amount of mineralized nutrients for
your plants.
Studies show that as you increase soil carbon 1 percent
you will mineralize (make plant available) 20 to 30 pounds
of nitrogen per acre as well as a whole host of other nutrient benefits. Brown said in The Furrow, “At today’s fertilizer
price, each 1 percent of organic matter contains $650 per
acres’ worth of nitrogen, phosphorus, potash, sulfur and
carbon.” What would that do to our farm profits if we no
longer had to pay for off-farm inputs like fertilizer?
• Farmers and ranchers curious about carbon farming
should hire a consultant to help them get started, Engelhart
said. “Learn from their mistakes, don’t reinvent the wheel.”
Abbey and Spencer Smith practice Holistic Management and farm carbon,
grass and cattle on their family’s ranch in Surprise Valley, California. Spencer
is a field professional with the Savory Institute and Abbey is the Savory Global
Network coordinator. Together, they operate the Jefferson Center, a Holistic
Management education and consulting business. Learn more and contact
them at jeffersonhub.com.
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